Abstract. Robust category-level object recognition is currently a major goal for the Computer Vision community. Intra-class and pose variations, as well as, background clutter and partial occlusions are some of the main difficulties to achieve this goal. Contextual information in the form of object co-ocurrences and spatial contraints has been successfully applied to reduce the inherent uncertainty of the visual world. Recently, Choi et al. [5] propose the use of a tree-structured graphical model to capture contextual relations among objects. Under this model there is only one possible fixed contextual relation among subsets of objects. In this work we extent Choi et al. approach by using a mixture model to consider the case that contextual relations among objects depend on scene type. Our experiments highlight the advantages of our proposal, showing that the adaptive specialization of contextual relations improves object recognition and object detection performances.
Introduction
Humans have the remarkable ability to quickly recognize objects in images even though the objects might have different sizes, rotations, and poses. This ability is still a main challenge for artificial vision systems. In particular, several works in robotics [2] , [8] and [15] have shown the relevance of using visual object recognition modules to interact with the world, but there is still a need for more robust and flexible object recognition techniques.
In the literature of object recognition, there are significant milestones, such as [16] , which proposes a new feature that is invariant to rotation and scaling, and [24] , which proposes a real time object detector. Machine learning techniques have also been successfully used in the computer vision area, such as [13] , [11] and [12] . In general, the most recent progress in the area of object recognition has been closely related to the sinergistic combination of tool from computer vision and machine learning.
Currently, object detectors are mainly trained using images from single object categories, as we can see in datasets such as Pascal [10] , Caltech [13] and MIT-CSAIL [1] . As a consequence, typical approaches do not consider contextual relations among objects and scenes. These types of relations are highly relevant to reduce some of the ambiguities of the visual world. For example, in Figure 1, we can see cases of outdoor scenes where particular objects usually tend to co-occur and have positional relationships among them.
An interesting option to improve the performance of single object detectors is to include in the models contextual relations among objects [14] , such as co-ocurrences, or mutual spatial or scale constrains. In [19] spatial context is modelled using a variant of a boosting algorithm. In a seminal work, [22] uses contextual relations based on the statistics of low-level features in terms of the global scene and the objects in it. Recently, Hoi et al. [5] model inter-object relations using a tree-structured Bayesian network.
The works mentioned above assume that there is only one possible fixed contextual relation among objects. We believe that a richer representation should include the typical variations that occur among object relationships under different scenarios. For example, if we analyze the relation between a person and a dog, this is not fixed but it changes according to different scenarios. In the case of a park scene, person and dog objects co-occurs frequently, but in an office scene they hardly co-occur.
Our idea is to learn conditional relationships among objects according to each latent scene. In particular, we present an extension to the work in [5] , where we use mixture models to capture a richer set of adaptive relations among objects and scenes. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes previous work. Section 3 introduces the method proposed in this paper. Section 4 presents and discusses our main results. Finally, Section 5 shows our main conclusions and some future avenues of research.
Background

Related work
In the case of object recognition considering context, we can divide the related work in two levels: global and local context [14] . In the case of global context, most works exploit scene configuration as an complementary information source. This configuration is represented using a statistics of the complete image. Ulrich and Nourbakhsh introduce color histograms as the representation of an image and a k-nearest neighbors scheme for classification [23] . They apply their method to topological localization of an indoor mobile robot, but retraining is needed for each specific indoor environment. Torralba proposes an image representation based on global features that represent dimensions in a space that they call Gist feature [22] . To construct it, an image is passed through a Gabor filter bank using 4 scales and 8 orientations, then the image is divided into a 4x4 nonoverlapping grid, and finally the output energy of each filter is averaged within each grid cell. Chang et al. use low-level global features that are used to estimat a belief or confidence function over the available scene labels [3] . They build one classifier for each available scene category.
In the case of local context, contextual information is derived from specific blocks or local areas around object positions. Sinha and Torralba [20] improve face detection using local contextual regions. Torralba et al. [21] introduce a Boosting approach in combination with a Conditional Random Field (CRF) to recognize objects. They apply their method to recognize objects and structures in office and street scenes. Shotton et al. [19] combine layouts of textures and context to recognize objects. He uses a CRF to learn model of objects and a boosting algorithm to combine the texture information and the object model. Galleguillos et al. [14] use a CRF to maximize the true labeling of objects inside one scene constrained by co-ocurrence and location relations. Hoi et al. [5] model inter-object relations using a tree-structured Bayesian network. By using a tree, they avoid the combinatorial explosion in the number of possible relations. Another advantage of this tree-representation is the efficiency for making inference over data. Aditionally, Rabinovich et al. [18] show that textual data from Web is an useful source to estimate co-ocurrence between objects.
Our model
We learn scene types using a classical clustering algorithm: K-Means. The use of an unsupervised method to find scene types is due to the absence of scenes labels. We execute the clustering on the space of the global feature Gist G G [5] . We use the clusters provided by K-Means to build a Gaussian Mixture Model with variances and weigths of components equal to one. Accordingly, we modify the graphical model proposed by Choi et al. [5] by adding a mixture element, as shown in Figure 2 . We describe next each of the elements of this model.
Specification of the model
In what follows, the subindex i refers to object class i and the subindex k refers to the ranking of the detection. This ranking comes from the order of the scores of the multiple detections of the object detector of Felzenszwalb [12] . 
Location of window (W)
: The location of a detection window
where L y is the vertical location of the window and L z is the scale of the window. We model the location distribution as a Gaussian. It is conditional on c ik , a binary variable that indicates if a detection is correct, and also the expected mean of the location of objects L i ; where we consider the true appearances, L i , and the false appearances,L i . The covariance for the true positive cases is given by Λ i and for the false positives byΛ i . We define
In case that there is not object, we assume a Uniform distribution.
Score (S) :
The score of classifier s ik ∈ . We model the score as a distribution that depends on whether the window is a correct detection or a false positive. Using Bayes rule, we have p(s ik |c ik ) = p(c ik |s ik )p(s ik )|p(c ik ). The logistic regressors are used to model p(c ik |s ik ). This allow us to increase robustness, since there are few samples with c ik = 1. In the case that there is not a positive case in the partition, we add an artificial detection with score slightly greater than the maximum value of the current scores. This is because the logistic regresor requires at least two classes.
Correct detection (C) : The correct detections c ik ∈ 0, 1, where 0 means a false positive and 1, a true positive. We model the correct detection as depending on the presence of objects b: (i) p(c ik = 1|b i = 1) equal to frequencies from training set when object i appears; and (ii) p(c ik = 1|b i = 0) equal to zero.
Parameter of location (L) : We model the distribution of locations as depending of presence of objects
where L i is the median of all instances of object i, and it is composed by (L y , log L z ). Its components are L y , the vertical position in the image, and L z , the scale of detection. The use of logarithm has been shown suitable in previous work [5] .
In the case of conditional components, we use Gaussians for the location of object i, using the following expressions for the respectives cases: (i) if b i = 1 and b pa(i) = 1, we use the location of object pa(i); (ii) if b i = 1 and b pa(i) = 0, we use the location of object i; and finally (iii) if b i = 0, we use the location of all objects in all images. In case of objects that do not appear in a partition, again we use a Uniform distribution.
Presence of object (B) : The presence of object b i ∈ 0, 1. We model object presence as a function of the learned tree model and the partition z. We have:
We learn the tree from data using the Chow-Liu algorithm on each partition [6] . There is a restriction for the case of objects that do not appear in a particular partition. For these objects we consider a mutual information equal to zero, and we add them as children of the last added node to the tree. In this way, we diminish the influence of these variables.
Global Gist (g G ) : We model the global Gist feature [22] as depending on partition z, so we have p(g G = g|z) = N ormal(g; u z , Σ z ). We consider the variance and weights equal to one. It helps to simplify the distant metric.
In the model of Choi et al. [5] , g G is used as a direct prior of the individual objects. However, it is independent of the context-hierarchical model, as we want to evaluate the goodness of the context model, we do not use this information for both techniques in order to make a fair comparison.
Partition (z) : The partition z ∈ 0, |Z|, where |Z| is the number of scences. This partition represents the latent scenes for the database. In this case, we obtain its value for a particular image according to the model of clustering.
It is important to mention that due to the computational complexity, we do not apply a joint optimization over partitions and local models. Instead, we first apply a clustering of images, and afterwards we learn the local models.
Inference
The inference is straightforward because we separate each tree in its own partition. We make an inference using message passing algorithms for each tree (p(b, c, L/g, W, s, z)) [17] . Then we obtain the final score by combining the scores of each component with its respective parameters.
Similarly to [5] , we use the following iterative procedure to detect objects: first we make an inference without consider the locations (b 0 ,ĉ 0 ∝ p(b, c|g, s)) , then we infer the locations (L ∝ argmax L p(L|b 0 ,ĉ 0 , W )), and finally we infer the presence of each object (b,ĉ ∝ p(b, c|s, g,L, W )).
In our experiments, we use the dataset created by Choi et al. [4] . This dataset has 111 classes, 4.367 training images, and 4.317 test images. In general, the detection of the objects in these images is highly challenging, including a variety of poses, scales, rotations, and scene types. As a baseline technique, we use the object detector proposed by Felzenszwalb et al. [12] , which is based on the mixture of multiscale deformable part models and a variant of SVM. In average, this detector provides approximately 500 detections for each image. We use as a performance metric of our model the average precision-recall metric (APR) [7] . This metric corresponds to the area under the precision-recall curve.
In order to test the method, we define the detection and recognition tasks. The detection for an object Γ is defined as the procedure where we determine if the object Γ appears or not in the entire image; in this case, we only use the detection for object Γ with top likelihood. In the recognition task for object Γ , we check if each detection of object Γ inside the image is a true positive. Table 1 shows the results using the baseline technique [12] (BaseLine), the method proposed by Choi et al. [5] based on a single tree (Tree), and our proposed method based on a mixture model (MT ). In table 1, we show the average of the APR for the 111 object categories. We note that our method improves performance for both tasks, recognition and detection. The best number of trees in this dataset is 4. When we compare this result to [5] , we find a favourable difference of 0.51 for APR recognition and 0.54 for APR detection. Figure 3 shows the six most confident detections provided by the proposed method for some test images 1 . As an example, we can see in the first figure of the second row how our method correctly recognizes three cars, one person, one tree, and the sky.
Conclusions
In this work, we present an extension of the model of Choi et al. based on a mixture of trees that combines conditional contextual relations among objects. Our experiments using a standard dataset indicate that the proposed model improves the results of a state-of-art technique in terms of object detection and recognition according to the APR metric. These improvements provide evidence that an adaptive modelling of the interactions among object help recognition.
As future work, we plan to enhance our model using a more informative clustering process, such as including explicit latent models or a discriminative clustering technique. We also plan to include adaptive policies to control the execution of object classifiers, such as the method proposed in [9] .
